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Chicago Transit Authority Train Collides 
with Bumping Post and Escalator 
at O’Hare Station 
 
Chicago, Illinois 
March 24, 2014 
DCA14FR007 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning. I will start my presentation with a short animation giving an overview of the accident.(Play Animation) (CLICK)



NTSB Team On Scene 

• Ted Turpin  IIC/Report Writer 
• Dana Sanzo  Co – IIC/Report Writer 
• Tim DePaepe  Signals 
• Steve Jenner  Human Performance 
• Sandy Rowlett On-Site Support 
• Dave Watson  Mechanical 
• Terry Williams  Public Affairs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NTSB was notified of the accident on March 24, 2015.  A team of accident investigators was launched to the accident site from headquarters, Chicago, Illinois, and Southern California.  (CLICK)



NTSB Team 

• Deborah Tedford  Editor 
• Gena Evans   Editor 
• Doug Brazy   Video Recorders 
• Alice Park   Animation 
• Matthew Ballon  Animation/Graphics 
• Vincent Harris   Graphics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional staff support was provided by these individuals following the on-scene phase of the investigation.(CLICK)



Parties 
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• Federal Transit Administration 
• Regional Transit Authority 
• Chicago Transit Authority 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parties to the investigation are:The Federal Transit Administration,Regional Transit Authority, andChicago Transit Authority(CLICK)



Investigation 

• No mechanical issues 
• No operator familiarity issues 
• No use of a personal electronic 

device while operating train  
• No Illegal drug/alcohol use  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The investigation considered the following elements in connection with the accident and have proposed the following conclusions:There were no mechanical issues with the train, the operator had sufficient training and was familiar with the O’Hare station, there was no use of a personal electronic device while operating the train, andno use of illegal drugs or alcohol.(CLICK)



Safety Issues 

• Operator fatigue 
• Transmission based train control 
• Standardized event recorders 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staff will address the following safety issues in our presentations today:Operator fatigueTransmission based train controlStandardized event recorders(CLICK)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation. Now Dr. Jenner will address operator fatigue.(CLICK)
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Stephen M. Jenner, Ph.D. 
Human Performance Investigator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning Chairman Hart and Members of the Board.The Human Performance investigation focused on the train operator, as well as company practices that could have affected her and other employees’ performance.  



Operator Fatigue 
 
Factors 

• Time of day (window of circadian low) 

• Adjusting to an irregular nighttime shift 

• Missed opportunity for sleep 

     - Played sports (slept less than one hour) 

     - Challenges of sleeping during day 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The train operator made no attempt to slow or stop the train until after she hit the track trip near the point of the collision. She told investigators that she had fallen asleep about the time she entered O’Hare station. Her overall health was good, and she had not consumed any drugs or alcohol.  Staff, therefore, examined that factors that might have led to her falling asleep due to fatigue.  First – the time of the accident was 2:49 a.m., which is during a window of circadian low – roughly between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. This is a period when people experience reduced alertness and a physiological drive to sleep. The NTSB has investigated numerous accidents in all modes of transportation that occurred during this window of time.Second -- She had not regularly worked the nightshift.  The night of the accident was her 12th straight calendar day she worked, but just her third nighttime shift in a row – so she would have still been trying to adjust to working at nights – a time when the humans typically sleep. While most of her shifts started at night, there were daytime shifts interspersed, and this would have made her adjustment to working nightshifts even more difficult. Third -- At the time of the accident she was likely sleep deprived – in part, due to her mismanagement of her off-duty time 2 days before the accident. During this off-duty period she had participated in recreational sports rather than trying to sleep before the start of her next shift.  This resulted in her getting less than one hour of sleep instead of the 6-8 hours of sleep she said she needed to feel rested.  Moreover, the day before the accident, when she did have an opportunity to make up for lost sleep, she failed to do so.  However, this may have been due to the challenges of getting sufficient sleep during daytime hours, which for physiological, environmental and other reason, is difficult to accomplish.   So, the combination of the transit operator trying to adjust to an irregular nighttime schedule, mismanagement of her off-duty time, and circadian factors that made it difficult to stay awake at night and sleep during the day -- all likely contributed to her being fatigued and falling asleep moments before the accident.



Hours of Service 
 
• NTSB previously recommended 

development of scientifically based Hours 
of Service (HOS) 

• No FTA HOS regulations  

• Proposed HOS recommendation to FTA    
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staff then identified practices at the CTA - and the transit industry - that might be improved to help mitigate employee fatigue.Hours of Service The NTSB has previously made recommendations to the Dept of Transportation regarding the need for scientifically-based hours of service regulations that considers work schedules, circadian rhythms and human sleep requirements. These recommendations were made to all the major modes of transportation, except Transit.  Only recently has the Federal Transit Administration been granted the authority to regulate safety.  Currently, there are no Federal Hours of Service Regulations in the Transit industry.  So, it is the responsibility of each transit company to devise their own policies regarding maximum on-duty and minimum off-duty times for their employees. Although industry guidelines do exist, they are not required by regulation or enforceable. While staff fully recognizes that Hours of Service laws alone are not enough address the many factors affecting fatigue, they at least give some limits to employees on-duty and off-duty time requirements.  Therefore, staff has proposed a recommendation to the FTA to address this issue.



Work Schedulers 
 
• No formal training 
•  Scheduling one of many responsibilities  
• Often no fatigue training or background 
    - Proposed recommendation to FTA 
• Need to identify and require additional 

training  
    - Proposed recommendation to FTA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work Schedulers Based on a recent FRA study in the freight railroad industry, there is no formal training for people who are responsible for developing the work schedules for operating employees. That was the case at CTA, and is likely the situation at many other transit properties as well.  Developing work schedules typically is one of the many duties of an administrative manager. Schedulers determine the on-duty start times, shift duration, and overtime. Their decisions can have a significant effect on employee alertness levels.  However, many administrative managers or schedulers do not have a background or training in fatigue science, and as a result, may not be developing schedules that help mitigate employee fatigue.  Staff has therefore proposed a Recommendation to the FTA to address this issue.But beyond the basic training in fatigue, staff believes that administrative managers should have additional training to make them aware of how scheduling practices can have an impact on employee health, safety and performance  -- essentially, the overall fitness of the organization.  Staff has proposed a recommendation to the FTA to address this issue.



Improving Work Scheduling 
 
• Based on fatigue science 

• Scheduling tools (biomathematical models 
of fatigue) 

• Currently used by commuter and 
passenger service 

• Proposed recommendation to FTA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scheduling work In addition to requiring a stronger background for the individual work schedulers, staff believes that transit systems should develop work scheduling programs that incorporates fatigue science, and consider using scheduling tools – such as biomathematical models of fatigue – to assist with developing employee work schedules. The FRA requires that validated fatigue models be used in the commuter and passenger train industry. Specifically, they are to be used when developing nighttime work schedules to help assess the alertness level of a typical employee who might be assigned to that shift.  While these fatigue models do have their limitations, staff  believes that they can be an effective tool to help make responsible scheduling decisions.  Therefore, staff has proposed a recommendation to the FTA to address this issue. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes my presentation.  Mr. DePaepe will now discuss signal issues.
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Chicago Transit Authority Train Collides with 
Bumping Post and Escalator 

 
DCA14FR007 

Chicago, Illinois 
March 24, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning Chairman Hart and Members of the Board. (CLICK)



Investigation 

• The Blue Line is signalized the entire 
length of the line. 
 

• If an operator passes a red signal, 
emergency braking is applied. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Blue Line is signalized with a fixed block, audio frequency track circuit based system that provides cab signal control for the entire length of the line. If an operator passes a non-permissive signal, the train stop will automatically trigger an emergency brake on the train.  



Investigation 

• At the O’Hare Terminal, the center 
pocket crack was signaled for 25 
MPH.  

• In advance of the fixed trip, the cab 
signal reduces the train speed 
command from 25 MPH to 0 MPH.  

• The center pocket track has a fixed 
track trip by the red signal in advance 
of the bumping post 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the O’Hare Terminal Station, the center pocket track consisted of a single track circuit that was signaled for 25 MPH. The Pocket Track has a bumping post at the end and in advance of the bumping post, there is a fixed track trip (train stop) and a red signal – if a train passes the red signal, the fixed trip will activate the emergency brake system on the train. In advance of the fixed trip, the cab signal system changes the train speed command from 25 MPH to 0 MPH. 



Investigation 

• The signal system was displaying the 
proper signals for movements into the 
station. 
 

• The CTA signal system was working 
as designed, however the design of 
the system did not prevent this 
accident. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The post accident signal investigation determined that the signal system was displaying the proper signal sequence for train movements.Controls and indications between the signal system field equipment and the O’Hare Interlocking were in accordance with the requested routes and the physical conditions of the wayside equipment.The CTA signal system was working as designed, however the design of the system did not prevent this accident.[Click]



Safety Issues 

• As designed, the CTA signal system 
did not stop trains before they 
reached a stop signal even when a 
track trip was added.  
 

• A train can strike an obstruction or 
another train before coming to a stop 
after passing a red signal.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As designed, the CTA signal system did not stop trains before they reached a stop signal even when a track trip was added. Depending on a train’s speed, a train c strike an obstruction or another train before coming to a stop after passing a red signal. In this accident, the train could not stop before hitting the end of the track.



Actions Taken Since the Accident 

• CTA signal personnel changed the 
speed command from 25 MPH to 15 
MPH through the O’Hare Interlocking to 
the O’Hare Station.  
 

• CTA then implemented more restrictive 
measures included setting the cab 
speed in the center pocket track to 0 
MPH. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the on-site investigation while working with NTSB investigators, CTA signal personnel changed the speed command from 25 MPH to 15 MPH through the O’Hare Interlocking to the O’Hare Station. CTA then implemented more restrictive measures included setting the cab speed in the center pocket track to 0 MPH. The result of this change would force trains entering the center pocket track to brake to zero speed prior to reaching the fixed trip location.



Actions Taken Since the Accident 

• Track 1 and Track 2 improvements 
included the reconfiguration of the block 
signals to act as timed signals.  
 

• The timed signals allow trains to 
approach the station stop under 15 
MPH. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On June 10, 2014 Track 1 and Track 2 improvements included the reconfiguration of the block signals to act as timed signals. The timed signals would allow trains to approach the station stop under a maximum cab speed of 15 MPH but tripping a train if an operator failed to begin braking from the 15 MPH max to accomplish a normal station stop.



Transmission Based Train Control 

A fully implemented Transmission 
Based Train Control system would 
have prevented this accident by 
applying the train’s brakes and 
stopping the train before the train 
passed the red stop signal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NTSB has been a strong advocate of advanced train control systems that will provide a safety net for human performance failures in the operations of trains. These systems can reduce both the number and severity of train accidents caused when an engineer or operator fails to take action to slow or stop a train.These technological solutions include Transmission Based Train Control systems – a term most often used in the rail transit industry – or Positive Train Control systems (PTC), the term used by freight railroads to refer to the same function.A fully implemented Transmission Based Train Control system would have prevented this accident by applying the train’s brakes and stopping the train before the train passed the red stop signal. Staff has proposed a recommendation to address this safety issue.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation and Investigator in Charge Ted Turpin will now give a presentation on event recorders.
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Chicago Transit Authority Train Collides 
with Bumping Post and Escalator 

 
DCA14FR007 

Chicago, Illinois 
March 24, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Mr. DePaepe stated this presentation will cover event recorders on transit equipment. (CLICK)



Fault Loggers 

• Are not event recorders 
• Collect data only after an event 
• Limited amount of data 
• May not be protected 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The accident train was equipped with fault loggers on each car which are common for transit agencies.Fault loggers:Are not event recorders such as those that are found on FRA regulated railroads.Fault loggers collect data only after a predefined event such as power surge or vibration.Also a fault logger collects a limited amount of operating data –its primary purpose is mechanical troubleshooting, further,It may not be located in a protected area of the car or crash hardened.(CLICK)



Location of Fault Logger 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the CTA accident, the fault logger was part of the equipment found under the car that was damaged during the collision.(CLICK)



Recovered Fault Logger  
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Card with computer 
chip collecting data 

for fault logger 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the compartment that was recovered from the lead car with the fault logger.No data could be downloaded from the computer chip on the card.(CLICK)



CTA New Cars 

• All equipped with event recorders 
• Record broad spectrum of data 
• Located in protected area of car 
• Other transit properties are not 

required to install event recorders 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTA is in the process of replacing their fleet of transit cars. The new cars will:All be equipped with event recorders that record a broad spectrum of data including speed and cab control positions. Furthermore, they will be located in a protected area of the car.However, there is no requirement for other transit properties to install event recorders on new or rehabilitated equipment.Staff has proposed a recommendation to address this issue.(CLICK)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation. Staff is now prepared to answer questions.(CLICK)
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